introduced a family of estimators under simple random sampling. In this article; we adapt these estimators for ranked set sampling. Further, we suggest a regression-type estimator of population mean utilizing available supplementary information under ranked set sampling scheme alongside the sensitivity issue when the variate of interest is sensitive. The bias and mean square error of the suggested estimator is determined theoretically for both situations. A simulation study has been done to demonstrate the percentage relative e¢ ciency of proposed estimators over the adapted and reviewed estimators.
Introduction
In sampling survey, the supplementary information is mostly utilized to enhance precision of the estimators due to correlation between the study and the supplementary variables. Many authors including Sisodia and Dwivedi [17] , Singh and Kakran [14] , Upadhyaya and Singh [20] , Tailor and Sharma [19] , Koyuncu and Kadilar [7] and Shahzad [13] have developed some estimators for estimation of the population mean Y under simple random sampling (SRS) scheme. But consider a genuine circumstances where the study variate can't be e¤ectively measured or is excessively costly, making it impossible to do as such, however can be ranked e¤ectively at no cost or extremely little cost. It is realized that the estimate of the population mean utilizing ranked set sampling (RSS) is more productive than the one acquired utilizing SRS.
McIntyre [8] introduced the concept of RSS. Many authors such as Samawi and Muttlak [12] , Bouza [1] , Kadilar et al. [5] and Mehta and Mandowara [9] use judgmental RSS where ranking is done with respect to auxiliary variable X. Taking 2038 U. SHAHZAD, M . HANIF, N. KOYUNCU AND A. V. G. LUENG O motivation from these we shall adapt Koyuncu and Kadilar [7] family of estimators under RSS. We shall also propose a new regression type estimator for the estimation of mean. Further, we shall discussed all the reviewed, adapted and proposed estimators for the scramble response utilizing di¤erent scrambled response models in upcoming sections.
In RSS scheme, m independent random set, each of size m are selected with equal probability and with replacement from the population. The units of each random set are ranked with respect to the characteristic of the study variable or auxiliary variable. Then the smallest unit is selected from the …rst ordered set and second smallest unit is selected from the second ordered and it is continued until the unit with largest value is chosen from the mth set. This cycle maybe repeated r times, so mr = n units have been measured during this process. In this paper we assumed that we rank on the auxiliary variable, let (y [i] ; x (i) ) denote ith judgment ordering in the ith set for the study variable and ith set for the auxiliary variable.
are the sample means under RSS and Y , X are population means for the study and auxiliary variables, respectively .
To obtain the bias and mean squared error (MSE) expressions, let us de…ne y [n] = (1 + e o ) Y , x (n) = (1 + e 1 ) X: The expectations of e terms can be written as follows:
Note that ( y[i] ; x(i) ) belongs to some speci…c distribution, depends upon order statistic. The traditional ratio estimator in RSS is given bŷ
The (MSE) oft1 R:rss is
Mehta and Mandowara [9] adapted Sisodia and Dwivedi [17] , Singh and Kakran [14] , Upadhyaya and Singh [20] estimators under RSS as followŝ
The MSEs'of these estimators are as follows
The usual di¤erence type estimator in RSS is given bŷ
The MSE oft1 D:rss is
The optimum value of d is
Hence the minimum MSE after utilizing d opt is as follows
The MSE min (t1 D:rss ) is similar to MSE of regression estimator i.e.t1 Reg:rss = y [n] +^ ( X x (n) ): Taking motivation from Tailor and Sharma [19] , Mehta and Mandowara [9] also introduced an estimator under RSS scheme. The minimum MSE of their estimator was equivalent to MSE min (t1 D:rss ): Note that when d opt is unknown we can use sample regression coe¢ cient i.e.^ =
; see
Singh et al. [15] , whereR = y [n] x (n) . 
Adapted family of estimators under RSS
We adapt Koyuncu and Kadilar [7] family of estimators to RSS scheme as followŝ
where a(6 = 0), b are either real numbers of functions of the known parameters of the auxiliary variable and g, , w are suitable chosen scalars such that the MSE oft1 kk:rss is minimum. We can generate some new estimators fromt1 kk:rss using suitable scalars as given in Table1. Table 1 . Family members oft1 kk:rss for ( = 1)
Note that Kadilar et al. [5] estimator is also a member oft1 kk:rss family, denoted byt1 kk:rss1 in Table [1] . The MSE oft1 kk:rss is given by
which is minimum for
The minimum MSE oft1 kk:rss is given by
Suggested regression type estimator under RSS
We propose the following estimator under RSS as followŝ
where w 1 and w 2 are the two unknown weights. Expanding right hand side oft1 N , we obtain:t
The MSE oft1 N is
Using optimum values, the minimum MSE oft1 N is given by 
Sensitivity issue under RSS
The questions related to drug addiction, reckless driving, illegal income and indiscriminate gambling are known as sensitive questions. In these circumstances, we can't expect a truthful direct response from people. Many authors like Eichhron and Hayre [3] , Pollock and Bek [10] , Saha [11] and Diana and Perri [2] have studied the mean of a sensitive study variate without utilizing supplementary information. Further, Sousa et al. [18] introduced traditional mean per unit estimator for the case of scramble response. Gupta et al. [4] introduced traditional regression and generalized regression estimator assuming the problem of sensitivity. Koyuncu et al. [6] also done the work in this context by introducing exponential-type estimators. Suppose Z be the response of study variable Y . Than to obtain the MSE expressions, let us de…ne z [n] = (1 + e z ) Z. Using these terms the expectaions are given by E(e z ) = 0,
The estimatort1 R:rss for the case of scrambled response is given bŷ
The MSE ofẑ R:rss is
Mehta and Mandowara [9] estimators for scramble response can be written as followsẑ
The MSEs'of these estimators are 
The MSE ofẑ D:rss is
4.1. Adapted family of estimators for scrambled response under RSS. The adapted family of estimators i.e.ẑ kk:rss for the scramble response is as follows:
The de…nitions of the parameters inẑ kk:rss are same witht1 kk:rss . Also one can generate new estimators using suitable scalars fromẑ kk:rss as given in Table2. The MSE ofẑ kk:rss is given by
where A kk:rss = Z 2 1 + g(g + 1) 2 2 v 2 c 1 g vc o1 ;
which is minimum for Est. a b
Suggested regression type estimator for scrambled response under RSS. The proposed estimator for the scramble response under RSS is given bŷ
The bias ofẑ N is
The MSE ofẑ N is given by
Finally, using optimum values we obtain minimum MSE as follows
Simulation study
We use a real data set for simulation study available in Singh [16] . This data set is already used by Mehta and Mandowara [9] . The data consists of agricultural loans of all operating banks in di¤erent states of USA in 1997, where Y : Real estate farm loans in 1997 in USA & X : Non-real estate farm loans in 1997 in USA.
Note that in our simulation procedure we adapt Singh et al. [15] for the calculation of W 2 1] . In these models S 1 and S 2 are the scrambling variates. We assume that S 1 and S 2 are uniformly distributed i.e. U (0; 1). Now we perform the above mentioned simulation procedure for the scramble response by replacing non-sensitive study variable Y with the sensitive study variable i.e. Z. Note that all the above mentioned scrambled-response models are applied one by one for the estimation of sensitive study variable. 
Conclusion
In this article we have suggested regression-type estimator in ranked set sampling and extended our work for the case of scramble response. The results of Table 5 . PREs for sensitive study variate using Eichhorn and 
